
WORLD  CLASS  
WINTER  EVENTS  IN  SLOVENIA
 WELCOME TO PLANICA AND KRANJSKA GORA

J A N U A R Y  -  M A R C H  2 0 2 4

| Institute SLOSKI | Organizing Committee of Planica and Golden Fox World Cups |



JANUARY 20 - 21, 2024
FIS WORLD SNOW DAY
NORDIC CENTRE PLANICA

FEBRUARY 5 - 11, 2024
FIS NORDIC JUNIOR WORLD
SKI CHAMPIONSHIPS
NORDIC CENTRE PLANICA

21. - 24. MAREC 2024
FIS SKI JUMPING WORLD CUP FINALS
NORDIC CENTRE PLANICA

JANUARY 6 - 7, 2024
AUDI FIS SKI WORLD CUP
PODKOREN, KRANJSKA GORA
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O N E  V A L L E Y ,
W O R L D  C L A S S  E V E N T S

Kranjska Gora is a great destination for winter sports and outdoor activities in the embrace of the Julian Alps. There 
are plenty of adventures that you want to experience for yourself, from active holidays to peacefully discovering a natural 
and cultural heritage. In winter, you can enjoy countless activities on the snow, from cross-country skiing, ice skating, 
snowshoeing, ice climbing, ski touring to alpine skiing. Most Slovenians make their first ski turns in Kranjska Gora. 
Therefore, it is not surprising that for decades, Kranjska Gora hosts two of the largest winter sports events in Slovenia, 
which have greatly contributed to the development of tourism in Kranjska Gora.

Every time when Planica hosts the best nordic athletes of the world, the site breathes as one, the village dresses in 
the colours of Planica, and you can feel the excitement and cheering energy everywhere! This winter, the Golden Fox 
comes to Kranjska Gora for the first time under the organization of the Institute SLOSKI. The responsibility is as great 
as its tradition. 60 years. We will do our best to continue the path that was proudly outlined on the slopes of Pohorje 
back in 1964.



JANUARY 6 - 7, 2024
THE 60-YEAR HISTORY OF THE GOLDEN FOx

PODKOREN, KRANJSKA GORA

Between January 6 and 7, 2024, the world’s best female 
alpine skiers will compete at the Golden Fox competition. 
An unforgettable party and a magical sports atmosphere; 
the Golden Fox is a skiing holiday, representing an impor-
tant part of Slovenian culture, which is why we are working 
hard and proudly preserving its tradition in Slovenia for the 
sixth decade.  

Slovenian skiers will also perform, the highest expecta-
tions are for Ana Bucik, Andreja Slokar, Meta Hrovat and 
Neja Dvornik. We will also host many local stars of the 
Golden Fox, whose names have already been written in 
golden letters in the history of Slovenian sports. 

We are announcing not only an exceptional sporting 
event, but also a great party that will take place on Janu-
ary 6 and 7, 2024 under the slope of Podkoren.  On Satur-
day, Magnifico will warm us up between the two races, and 
in the evening, we will continue the real party on the big 
stage in Kranjska Gora with the Mambo Kings. On Sunday, 
we will welcome the Čuki under Vitranc. 

We hope, we will welcome you as well!

www.goldenfox.org
@zlatalisica | @goldenfoxtrophi
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ADULTS 20,00 €
CHILDrEN 7 - 14 years 10,00 €
CHILDrEN including 6 years FREE ACCESS
ADULTS 30,00 €
CHILDrEN 7 - 14 years 15,00 €

ADULTS 40,00 €
CHILDrEN including 2 years FREE ACCESS

ADULTS 70,00 €
CHILDrEN including 2 years FREE ACCESS

ADULTS 190,00 €

CHILDrEN 7 - 14 years 95,00 €

DAILY TICKET

TRIBUNE

STANDING AREA

DAILY TICKET

VIP

2-DAYS TICKET

2-DAYS TICKET

DAILY TICKET

PRICE INCLuDING VAT

PRICE INCLuDING VAT

PRICE INCLuDING VAT

P R I C E  L I S T
|  J a n u a r y  6  - 7 ,  2 0 2 4  |

VIP 
GOLDEN FOX
EXCELLENT LOCATION WITH 
OPEN TERRACE AND VIEW
TO THE SLOPE

• ExCLuSIVE LOCATION RIGhT 
NEXT TO THE ArENA;

• VIP TRANSFER FROM/TO KRANj-
SKA GOrA;

• SUPErB CUISINE (NO LIMITS);
• A VISIT OF ThE “SLOVENIAN 

FOXES”;
• CAPACITy IS LIMITED;
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Saturday, January 6, 2024   
 

  GIANT SLALOM
09.30 First run
  Entertainment programme
12.30 Final run

  
Big stage in KRANJSKA GORA

19.30 Prize giving ceremony
20.00 Starting bibs handout   

  Entertainment programme

Sunday, January 7, 2024   
 

  SLALOM 
09.30 First run
  Entertainment programme
12.30 Final run

Finish arena, PODKOREN

  Prize giving ceremony

M
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SATURDAY, JANUARY 6 | Finish arena, PODKOREN
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SUNDAY, JANUARY 7 | Finish arena, PODKOREN

SATURDAY NIGHT, JANUARY 6 | Big stage in KRANJSKA GORA
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HISTORY OF THE GOLDEN FOX
THE GOLDEN FOx IS UNDESTROYABLE AND LEGENDARY

MARIBOR, KRANJSKA GORA

There are countless stories written by competitors and 
hard workers in the 60-year history of the Golden Fox, and 
it is not surprising that they have left their mark on the 
hearts of alpine skiing fans. Without the courage and vi-
sion of Marjan Kožuh, Franci Čop and Dušan Senčar, who 
in 1963 dared to think outside the box, Slovenia and the 
sports world would not have had an exceptional sporting 
event where women have the main say.

Already a year later, the fearless ladies demonstrated 
their skills in sliding down the white slopes at the opening 
match for the Pohorje Cup, during which Frenchwoman 
Marielle Goitschel made history as the first winner of the 
Golden Fox.

It was not long before a match of the highest level of 
competition took place. In 1970, the ski foxes took part in 
the premier test for World Cup points on Pohorje. Back 
then, American Barbara Ann Cochran celebrated the over-
all victory after the slalom and giant slalom in the finish 
area.

In 1971, with the first international Eurovision broadcast, 
the good image of the Golden Fox took on new dimen-
sions.  The fans watched the bold girls and the superbly 
executed World Cup match from the comfort of their home 
armchairs.

Zlata Lisica was the scene of many novelties that were 
introduced in the World Cup. In 1972, for the first time in 
the history of women’s alpine skiing, two giant slalom rac-
es took place under Pohorje.

For six decades, the Golden Fox ploughed the fallow 
land of women’s alpine skiing in Slovenia. Due to weather 
conditions, the biggest women competition in this part of 
the world was held eleven times in Kranjska Gora, and 

once in Sarajevo and Bad Gastein.

In all these years, successful Slovenian alpine skiers 
have also left their mark, proving many times that the Gold-
en Fox was not only the domain of top foreign skiers. The 
most successful among them is Mateja Svet, who won the 
Golden Fox twice after relentless duels with the legendary 
Vreni Schneider. Seven years later, in 1997, urška hrovat 
ensured the Slovenian’s renewed success on home soil. 
The last one to put the Golden Fox in front of her name 
was Tina Maze, the best skier of the 2013 season.

The top three ladies of Slovenian skiing were, however, 
far from being the only ones who made the home fans feel 
euphoric. Nataša Bokal, Katja Koren and Špela Pretnar 
can also boast of placing among the top three in the com-
petition so loved by Slovenians.

The Golden Fox produced serial winners and launched 
many hitherto unknown alpine skiers to the fore. Among all 
the participants, the seven-time Golden Fox queen, Vreni 
Schneider, recorded the most total and individual victories 
in her extensive statistics.

In recent seasons, following the footsteps of the Swiss, 
the absolute ruler in terms of the number of victories in 
the World Cup, is the American Mikaela Shiffrin, who four 
times captured the title of the best fox among all foxes.

 
The Golden Fox is undestroyable and legendary, re-

gardless of the location, weather conditions and social 
situation that shaped the performance of slalom and giant 
slalom races. In the 60 years of searching for the best fox, 
we have witnessed tears of happiness and of sadness, 
which have given the competition its indelible patina. 
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Above: Golden Fox, Maribor 2017 | Left bellow: urška hrovat, Maribor 2000 | right bellow: Tina Maze, Maribor 2013 (Photo BOBO)

TONE VOGRINEC
TO THE GOLDEN FOx COmPETITION wITH BUS NUmBER 6

Tone Vogrinec is the Alpha and Omega of skiing in 
Slovenia, and for more than three quarters of his life he 
is inseparably connected with the Golden Fox compe-
tition. We joined him in recollection of the very begin-
nings of the competition, which has a longer tradition 
than the World Cup, discussed the importance of the 
brand of the competition, which in 2024 will be held in 
Kranjska Gora for the 12th time, and he also confided 
in us some interesting stories that besides, of course, 
the most beautiful memories related to the domestic 
victories of Mateja Svet, Nataša Bokal, Tina Maze and, 
last but not least, Urška Hrovat (although hers in Mari-
bor was not considered a Golden Fox competition) are 
imprinted in his memory.

The Golden Fox celebrates a milestone of 60 years, 
and you turned twenty more in February 2022. Today, 

what are your memories of the beginnings of one of 
the most prominent competitions on Slovenian terri-
tory?

In those days, there were no World Cup competitions 
held by the International Ski Federation (FIS). There were 
only so-called FIS A and B competitions, first and second 
category competitions. At these competitions, we did not 
have the opportunity to follow all the best competitors ev-
erywhere. Dušan Senčar, the then president of SC Branik, 
was very involved in the International Ski Federation, all 
the while he was thinking about how to bring such a com-
petition to Maribor. This led to the fact that both men and 
women FIS B competitions were soon organized in Mari-
bor. Due to good organization of these competitions FIS 
also awarded the FIS A competition to Maribor, which took 
place on Mariborsko Pohorje. These were the pure begin-
nings, the seeds of the Golden Fox.
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But the first competitions were not held in the lower 
part of Pohorje?

No, those competitions took place on the upper part of 
Pohorje, i.e., below the Bellevue Hotel. The course was 
very, very steep, more or less unsuitable for this level of 
competition. Many competitors were disqualified, but at the 
start there were already world-famous competitors, such 
as the French sisters Marielle and Christine Goitschel. All 
of a sudden, the world’s elite was gathered on Pohorje. 
Once the World Cup came to life internationally, Senčar, 
with his influence at the FIS, achieved that Maribor from 
the FIS A competitions made progress to a World Cup 
Competition, which, however, is two years younger than 
the Golden Fox competition itself.

So, you could say that it grew from small to big, or 
that everything has developed from a rural competi-
tion into a competition of the highest level. Why were 
all the best female skiers in the world coming to Mari-
bor even then?

In some other sports, the best are attracted to the start 
with monetary compensation and prizes, but in alpine ski-
ing, the possibility of obtaining a better start number has 
always been the biggest motive. Therefore, no competitor 
from the world’s elite could afford to miss a competition, 
as the points for obtaining a better start number also de-
pended on the gap to the best. Thus, in races where there 
were good tracks and small gaps, the competitor could not 
afford to lose the possibility of a good starting number or 
getting it, respectively. Even then, as it is today, the differ-
ence was whether you started at the beginning or later. 
At the beginning of the Golden Fox, the tracks were not 
prepared as well as they are today. At that time there was 
no technical snow yet, the tracks were already completely 
poached, destroyed after number 5 or 10. That is why the 
start number was even more important then.

The golden fox has never disappointed with the at-
mosphere, with the attendance of spectators along the 
track, right?

At that time, Maribor was, apart from some competitions 
in Austria, the most visited competition of the World Cup, 
and it is a credit to the city itself. The snow stadium was 
slowly being built, from the upper, unsuitable part of the 
track, everything was slowly moved lower, into the valley. 
The snow stadium was in reach by city bus number 6 to 

every man and woman from Maribor. Thousands of spec-
tators gathered, also because our competitors suddenly 
became very competitive. The crowds of spectators at the 
competitions were also highly appreciated by the Interna-
tional Ski Federation. And even then, we had discussions 
about the need to bring the competitions as close as pos-
sible to the audience, to cities. If we are exaggerating a 
little, nobody is interested in a competition that takes place 
at 2,500 meters above sea level, where only three bears 
and four rabbits would come. Very important for the overall 
image of the event are the accompanying program and 
events outside the competition track, a peripheral program 
that can only be well taken care of in cities. Over the years, 
the Golden Fox has paid a lot of attention to these events.

It is only logical that in connection with Mariborsko 
Pohorje we speak of a fox, but how come the adjective 
golden is added next to it?

For a long time, it was not known what the competition 
would be called. In the beginning it was a FIS 1A compe-
tition. Then the leading officials put their heads together 
and came up with this idea. Foxes are at home on Pohor-
je, that’s a fact. To emphasize this, to make it even more 
interesting, that this was no ordinary fox, they added the 
adjective golden. There were times when the first three 
competitors received a real fox fur as a prize in addition 
to trophies. The winner the more yellowish and so on, so 
that it coincided with a place on the podium. As you can 
imagine, this had to be discontinued over the years. That’s 
when brooches in the shape of a fox were created.

You yourself mentioned that the history of the Gold-
en Fox is longer than the history of the existence of the 
World Cup. The Golden Fox brand has its own value.

This brand is worth its weight in gold. That’s why Mari-
bor appeared on television, and that’s why it became rec-
ognizable in the world. When you mention this city abroad, 
people recognize it because of the Golden Fox and the 
appearance of the Maribor football players in the Champi-
ons League. This brand has now moved to Kranjska Gora, 
but fortunately it remains in Slovenia. However, I hope that 
the Municipality of Maribor will be interested in coopera-
tion and will do everything that was promised to establish 
a new track on Pohorje.
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If this happens, it is possible that the Golden Fox will re-
turn to Štajerska region, but otherwise let’s be happy that 
the competition remains in Slovenia or in Kranjska Gora.

The Golden Fox is also undoubtedly very important 
for the development of Slovenian skiing. For young 
people to see their idols or maybe the future idols, 
how they ski, rejoice not far away from their homes, is 
actually priceless.

Absolutely. This may even be the most important mo-
ment. In addition to the audience, the competition on the 
home ground also attracts all the youngest competitors, 
who see on the spot what such a competition looks like, 
and it gives them extra strength to try to achieve what 
their predecessors have already achieved. Today, young 
people have an incredible number of possibilities to en-
gage in sports, which is why it is all the more important. If 
there were no such competitions in Slovenia, even fewer 
parents would devote their resources and energy to it, as 
they would think that they are investing in a sport that is 
disappearing from our horizon. Let’s not forget that alpine 
skiing has a lot of media coverage, which means a lot. We 
have to be able to take advantage of this, and domestic 
competitions are therefore an excellent springboard.

You are inseparably connected to the Golden Fox 
for three quarters of your life. Is there a story that was 
most memorable to you?

Every year there was an election for Miss among the 
competitors. When the World Cup ended, the most beau-
tiful competitors were announced at a special event, I 
think they crowned the top three. I especially remember 
Patrizia Du roy de Blicquy from Belgium, who became 
Miss Golden Fox and therefore the media followed her 
even more closely, even though she did not achieve any 
visible results. It was a nice social event. The Golden Fox 
has always had a great social, not only competitive, sig-
nificance. But we have to know that everything used to 
be much more relaxed, it wasn’t as tense as it is today, 
when the competitors hardly find 5 minutes of free time. 
And Maribor was especially famous for this event, for the 
relaxation that reigned on the Golden Fox.

Would you agree that the competitions for the Gold-
en Fox gave the feeling that this event had a very spe-
cial soul?

Definitely! I myself had many contacts around the world, 
especially with the German and Austrian national teams. 
Many times, the conversation turned to the competition in 
Maribor. Without exception, everyone talked in superla-
tives, always talking about how it was and how it will be 
great again. And this despite the fact that the International 
Ski Federation already started with comments that the 
course was too easy. But I have always been an absolute 
supporter of the fact that every year, the World Cup con-
sists of competitions that take place on a different terrain. 
It’s not like football, where the dimensions of the field are 
the same everywhere. In skiing, every track is different, 
the winner of the World Cup is the one who is good on 
the easy, medium, and very hard tracks. The points are 
added up and therefore comments about a track being too 
easy or too difficult are discarded. Now we have a very 
difficult track in Kranjska Gora, but attention - the best will 
win again.

Tone Vogrinec (Photo BOBO)
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I WANT THE CHERRY ON TOP OF THE CAKE
ANA BUCIK

IT IS ExTREMELY IMPORTANT THAT THE COMPETITIONS ARE HELD IN SLOVENIA

Ana Bucik will always remember January 16, 2010, 
when she competed in the World Cup race for the first 
time in the giant slalom for the Golden Fox, six years 
later she realized how noisy it is in the finish arena 
when a Slovenian woman takes the lead, later in Kran-
jska Gora she succeeded in this, too. She does not 
hide that after the 5th place the year before last, she 
now has one more goal left in front of her, which she 
wants to fulfil in the Golden Fox competition.  

In 2010, you competed for the first time at the Gold-
en Fox. Are the memories still good enough to share 
with us today?

I remember that competition well, it was also my first 
start in the World Cup, and of course that stays in your 
memory. I remember how I admired all the female skiers 
who were at the top at the time and wanted to follow in their 
footsteps. I also always admired the good atmosphere at 
this competition. I am happy that I have been participating 
in a competition such as the Golden Fox for quite a few 
years now. I think it’s a great tradition and I’m looking for-
ward to it in the future.

You have already mentioned both the competitors 
and the atmosphere at the Golden Fox. Do you have 
any anecdotes related to this? 

Ana Drev and I were very good friends. I remember 
when she took the lead at the finish arena and how the 
crowd reacted then, what a boom it was then. I told myself 
that I wanted to take the lead in a domestic competition 
once as well, and that really happened. I am happy that I 
was a part of it at the finish line when Ana competed, and 
also later when I succeeded in it.

These are feelings that one remembers for a life-
time, right? 

Definitely! unfortunately, there are more difficult mo-

ments in sports than such euphoric, 100% happy ones. 
Taking the lead in front of your home crowd is a special 
feeling. I have a very fond memory of it, and I think I will 
remember it for a very long time even after my career has 
finished.

How has the Golden Fox helped in the development 
of your career? 

I think it is extremely important that the competitions are 
held in Slovenia, i.e., such as the Golden Fox and the Vit-
ranc Cup. Whether it is Maribor or Kranjska Gora is not so 
important, it is essential that the competition is on home 
ground. When I was younger, I always followed this com-
petition and wanted to compete in it. I hope that now me 
and the other girls inspire the younger generations who 
will want to compete in this competition too. This is an ad-
ditional motivation. We also bring the competition in Slo-
venia closer to the spectators, I think that the competition 
itself is very important for the development of skiing in our 
country.

Ana Bucik (SLO)



Once a season you have the opportunity to com-
pete in a domestic competition. Do you have a special 
ritual before the competition? 

I have to say that I don’t have a different ritual than 
before other competitions. But I always look forward to 
this competition, because all people that are close to me 
come, a lot of friends, everyone from the club, sponsors. 
All people that are really close to me are at the finish line, 
and this is a very special encouragement and motivation 
for me, and that’s why this is one of the competitions I’m 
most looking forward to during the season.

You have been around for a long time, would you 
say that in all this time something has changed re-
garding the competition itself, the development of the 
Golden Fox itself?

These competitions have always been prepared at a 
very high level. The main change is simply that the com-
petition has been moved from Maribor to Kranjska Gora. 
Considering all the trainings that we do in Kranjska Gora, 
this is even more home ground for us and is therefore in a 
way an even greater advantage for local competitors.

How has the psychological preparation for the race 
changed for you from the first competitions to today? 
In the beginning you were definitely nervous, how is it 
now that you are more experienced?

The first races were more like getting to know the World 
Cup, I was looking for the first points. Now those expecta-
tions are much higher. Now I’m calmer, I trust myself more, 
I see the advantages I have as a local competitor. I think 
that in recent years I have also been able to make good 
use of them. But I still want that cherry on top of a cake. 
Compared to the beginning, there is now greater calm-
ness, greater confidence, and this also comes with the de-
velopment of the competitor.

You talk about home ground advantage. Where do 
you feel it the most? Is it, for example, that the cable 
car operator greets you and wishes you good luck in 
your native language?

First and foremost, it is certainly knowledge of the ter-
rain. We know Kranjska Gora very well, so we really know 
where we can make a good use of the advantages of the 
track. The home fans are a big advantage for me. you can 
simply feel it, it brings a different energy. When you go to 

the start position, everyone cheers you on, as you race 
you can hear the workers cheering for you along the entire 
track. This is definitely a big, big plus. Then there is ev-
eryone else too, all the volunteers who have been helping 
since early morning. Everyone you meet wishes you luck. 
It fills me with positive energy.

What message do you have for young female and 
male skiers who dream of competing in a domestic 
World Cup competition? 

I want them to enjoy skiing above all. It’s what drives 
you through tough times. you have to love this sport. you 
have to work and work again, but you also have to have a 
good time, have fun. I wish that the tradition of the Golden 
Fox will continue for a long time and that Slovenia will have 
many good competitors in the future as well.

Golden Fox, Kranjska Gora 2023
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JANUARY 20 - 21, 2024
FIS WORLD SNOW DAY

NORDIC CENTRE PLANICA

World Snow Day is returning to the Planica Nordic Cen-
tre in the winter of 2023/24. It will make another unforget-
table weekend for families and especially for our youngest. 

All activities will be free of charge, and the organizer 
will also invite the ever-loyal partners and, of course, the 
Planica mascot Vita. Once again, we will get to know the 
beauty of Nordic sports and have fun together in the snow.

registration for the event is not required. The event will 
be held in any weather permitting the execution of event. 
All you need to bring along is a good mood. For more about 

the event please follow Events on the Facebook profile @
planicanordic, where all current news will be published.

Find more about the event through or Facebook profile 
@planicanordic or scan the QR code bellow.

See you in Planica!
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FEBRUARY 5 - 11, 2024
FIS NORDIC JUNIOR WORLD SKI CHAMPIONSHIPS

NORDIC CENTRE PLANICA

14

After the Planica 2023 FIS Nordic World Ski Champion-
ships, the Valley of the World Championships will also host 
the FIS Nordic Junior World Ski Championships. 

Between February 5 and 11, 2024, promising athletes 
in ski jumping, cross-country skiing and nordic combined 
will perform in Planica. A total of 22 sets of medals will 
be awarded. Among the Slovenian hopes for medals are 
young male and female jumpers who have already won 
podiums at youth championships in previous years. 

See detailed programme on the next pages.
There is free access to all the events.
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C O M P E T I T I O N  P R O G R A M M E
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Monday, 5 February 2024    

10:30  Cross-Country Skiing     Women / Men Sprint F Qualification        junior
13:00  Cross-Country Skiing     Women / Men Sprint F Finals         junior
15:00   Cross-Country Skiing     Women / Men Official Training Sprint        u23
17:00  Ski Jumping      Women  Official Training hS 102 (2 rounds) 

Tuesday, 6 February 2024    

09:00  Nordic Combined     Women  Official Training hS 102 (3 rounds) 
10:30  Nordic Combined     Men   Official Training hS 102 (3 rounds) 
10:30  Cross-Country Skiing     Women / Men Sprint F Qualification        u23
13:00  Cross-Country Skiing     Women / Men Sprint F Finals         u23
14:00   Ski Jumping      Women  Official Training hS 102 (2 rounds) 
14:30   Nordic Combined     Women / Men Official Training Cross Country 
15:30  Cross-Country Skiing     Women / Men Official Training Mass Start F       junior 

    16:30   Ski Jumping      Men   Official Training hS 102 (2 rounds) 

Wednesday, 7 February 2024    

09:00  Nordic Combined     Women / Men Mixed Team Trial round  
        HS 102 
09:00  Cross-Country Skiing     Women / Men Official Training Mass Start F       u23
09:45  Nordic Combined     Women / Men Mixed Team Competition round 
        HS 102 
11:15  Cross-Country Skiing     Women  20 km Mass Start F        Junior
13:00   Ski Jumping      Men   Official Training hS 102 (2 rounds) 
13:30  Cross-Country Skiing     Men   20 km Mass Start F        Junior
15:30   Ski Jumping      Women  Trial round HS 102
15.45  Nordic Combined     Women / Men Mixed Team Cross Country Race 
        (2x5 km, 2x2,5 km) 
17:00  Ski Jumping      Women  Individual Competition HS 102 

Thursday, 8 February 2024    

09:00  Nordic Combined     Women  Official Training (1 round), PCr HS 102 
10:30  Nordic Combined     Men   Official Training (1 round), PCR hS 102 
11:15  Cross-Country Skiing     Women  20 km Mass Start F             U23
14:00  Cross-Country Skiing     Men   20 km Mass Start F        U23
14:00   Ski Jumping      Women  Official Training hS 102 (2 rounds) 
15:30  Ski Jumping      Men   Trial round HS 102
15:30  Nordic Combined     Women / Men Official Training Cross Country  
16:00   Cross-Country Skiing     Women / Men Official Training 10 km C            junior
17:00  Ski Jumping      Men   Individual Competition HS 102 
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We reserve the right to change the programme.

C O M P E T I T I O N  P R O G R A M M E
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Friday, 9 February 2024    

09:00  Nordic Combined     Women              Trial round Individual  
        Gundersen HS 102 
09:30  Nordic Combined     Women  Competition round Individual 
        Gundersen HS 102 
10:00  Cross-Country Skiing     Women  10 km Individual C        Junior
10:30   Nordic Combined     Men   Trial round Individual 
        Gundersen HS 102 
11:30  Nordic Combined     Men   Competition round Individual 
        Gundersen HS 102 
11:45  Cross-Country Skiing     Men   10 km Individual C        Junior
13:00  Cross-Country Skiing     Women / Men Official Training 10 km C                   U23
13:30  Ski Jumping      Women  Official Training hS 102 (2 rounds) 
14:30  Nordic Combined     Women  10 km Individual Gundersen 
15:15  Nordic Combined     Men   10 km Individual Gundersen
16:00  Ski Jumping      Women  Trial round HS 102  
17:00  Ski Jumping      Women  Team Competition HS 102 

Saturday, 10 February 2024    

09:00  Cross-Country Skiing     Women / Men Official Training Mixed Relay         Junior 
    09:00 Cross-Country Skiing     Women / Men Trial round Team Sprint HS 102            U23

09:00  Nordic Combined     Women  Trial round Team Sprint HS 102 
10:00  Nordic Combined     Women  Competition round Team Sprint HS 102  
11:00  Cross-Country Skiing     Women  Women 10 km Individual C          U23
13:00   Cross-Country Skiing     Men   Women 10 km Individual C       U23
15:00 Nordic Combined     Women  2x4,5 km Team Sprint 
15:00  Ski Jumping      Men   Trial round HS 102 
16:30  Ski Jumping      Men   Team Competition HS 102 

Sunday, 11 February 2024    

08:30 Nordic Combined     Men   Trial round Team Sprint HS 102  
09:15  Nordic Combined     Men   Competition round Team Sprint HS 102 
10:00  Cross-Country Skiing      Women / Men 4x5 km Mixed Team Relay C/F       Junior 

    12:00   Cross-Country Skiing     Women / Men 4x5 km Mixed Team Relay C/F                    U23   
14:00  Nordic Combined     Men   2x7,5 km Team Sprint 
14:00  Ski Jumping      Women / Men Trial round HS 102 
15:30  Ski Jumping      Women / Men Mixed Team Competition hS 102 



MARCH 21 - 24, 2024
BEST POSSIBLE ExPERIENCE AT

NORDIC CENTRE PLANICA

For decades, the name PLANICA has been a synonym 
for ski jumping, for the best possible experience for spec-
tators, visitors, and athletes. 

Every year, the best ski jumpers from all over the world 
gather in Planica to compete at one of the most prestigious 
ski jumping venues. The competitions are full of adrenaline 
and extraordinary flights that fascinate both experts and 
fans.

Ski flying hill in Planica is one of the largest and the hill 

with the richest tradition. Since 1969, when it has been 
built, it has witnessed many records and unforgettable mo-
ments. Hill record was set by ryoyu Kobayashi in 2019, he 
landed at 252 m.

It is time to join this story and support the ski-flying he-
roes together with thousands of fans.

www.planica.si | @planicanordic
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P R I C E  L I S T
|  M a r c h  2 1  -  2 4 ,  2 0 2 4  |

CHILDrEN including 6 years FREE ACCESS
CHILDrEN 7 - 14 years 4,00 € 6,00 €
ADULTS 20,00 € 25,00 €
CHILDrEN including 6 years FREE ACCESS
CHILDrEN 7 - 14 years 5,00 € 7,00 €
ADULTS 30,00 € 35,00 €
CHILDrEN including 6 years FREE ACCESS
CHILDrEN 7 - 14 years 5,00 € 7,00 €
ADULTS 30,00 € 35,00 €
CHILDrEN including 14 years FREE ACCESS

ADULTS 30,00 € 35,00 €

TRIBuNE KAVKA 80,00 € 95,00 €

TrIBUNE A 75,00 € 85,00 €

VIP CLuB 239 170,00 € 170,00 €

VIP CLuB PLANICA 340,00 € 340,00 €

VIP CLuB 239 190,00 € 190,00 €

VIP CLuB PLANICA 370,00 € 370,00 €

VIP CLuB 239 170,00 € 170,00 €

VIP CLuB PLANICA 340,00 € 340,00 €

DAILY TICKET, 
FRIDAY

DAILY TICKET, 
SATURDAY

DAILY TICKET, 
SUNDAY

STANDING AREAS

DAILY TICKET, 
THURSDAY

DAILY TICKET, 
FRIDAY

DAILY TICKET, 
SATURDAY

DAILY TICKET, 
SUNDAY

VIP CLUBS

TRIBUNES

DAILY TICKET    
FRIDAY - SUNDAY

FREE ACCESS

PrESALES PRICE INCLuDING VAT      
UNTIL 4 FEBRUARY, 2024

PRICE INCLuDING VAT                 
SINCE 5 FEBRUARY, 2024

FREE ACCESS

FREE ACCESS

FREE ACCESS

PrESALES PRICE INCLuDING VAT      
UNTIL 4 FEBRUARY, 2024

PRICE INCLuDING VAT                 
SINCE 5 FEBRUARY, 2024

PrESALES PRICE INCLuDING VAT      
UNTIL 4 FEBRUARY, 2024

PRICE INCLuDING VAT                 
SINCE 5 FEBRUARY, 2024

We reserve the right to change the programme. 18

Thursday, 21 march 2024   
 

QUALIFICATIONS      
Qualifications` prize giving ceremony
Opening ceremony in Rateče 

Friday, 22 march 2024   
INDIVIDUAL COMPETITION 
 
Prize giving ceremony
Evening concert in Kranjska Gora

Saturday, 23 march 2024   
 

TEAM COMPETITION
Prize giving ceremony
Evening concert and starting bibs handout 
in Kranjska Gora

Sunday, 24 march 2024   
 

INDIVIDUAL COMPETITION 
Final Prize giving ceremonies
of the day and season 2023/24



• A UNIQUE LOCATION AT THE SKI-FLYING HILL OUTRUN AND A GRANDSTAND SEAT AT UNIQUE LO-
CATION AT THE SKI-FLYING HILL OUTRUN WITH A BREATH-TAKING VIEW;

• FREE TRANSFER FROM KRANJSKA GORA TO PLANICA (HOTEL KOMPAS) AND BACK TO KRANJSKA 
GORA;

• SUPERB CUISINE IN (ONE COURSE OF FOOD, DRINKS NO LIMITS);
• BY PURCHASING A 3-DAY TICKET, YOU HAVE FREE ENTRY TO THE VENUE ALSO ON THURSDAY (NO 

FREE FOOD AND DRINKS);
• LIMITED CAPACITY;

PRICE PER PERSON PER DAY

VIP CLUB 239
EVENT AREA / MARCH 22 - 24, 2024 /

A TRADITIONAL CLUB wITH LOYAL GUESTS AND PARTNERS

• A UNIQUE LOCATION AT THE SKI-FLYING HILL OUTRUN WITH A BREATH-TAKING VIEW AND WITH AC-
CESS TO A SPECIAL CLUB PLANICA TRIBUNE;

• FREE TRANSFER FROM KRANJSKA GORA TO PLANICA (HOTEL KOMPAS) AND BACK TO KRANJSKA 
GORA;

• SUPERB CUISINE (NO LIMITS);
• BY PURCHASING A 3-DAY CLUB PLANICA TICKET, YOU HAVE FREE ENTRY TO THE VENUE ALSO ON 

THURSDAY, MARCH 30TH (NO FREE FOOD AND DRINKS);
• LIMITED CAPACITY;

PRICE PER PERSON PER DAY

CONTACT: klub.planica@sloski.si

VIP CLUB PLANICA
EVENT AREA / MARCH 22 - 24, 2024 /

A CLUB wITH TRADITION AND PERFECT ExPERIENCE

Friday
170 EUR 

Saturday
190 EUR

Sunday
170 EUR 
 

3-days package
390 EUR

Friday
340 EUR 

Saturday
370 EUR

Sunday
340 EUR 
 

3-days package
890 EUR
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A UNIQUE LOCATION
SUPERB CUISINE
SPECIAL TRIBUNE 
NOrDIC CENTrE PLANICA
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• AN EXCLUSIVE LOCATION AT THE SKI-FLYING HILL OUTRUN WITH A BREATH-TAKING VIEW AND PRI-
VATE BALCONY;

• A GUIDED TOUR OF THE NORDIC CENTRE AND THE SKI-FLYING HILL; 
• SUPERB CUISINE OF THE BEST SLOVENIAN CHEFS;
• VISIT FROM THE BEST SKI JUMPERS;
• LIMITED CAPACITY;

KONTAKT: planica@sloski.si

CRYSTAL GLOBE LOUNGE
NORDIC CENTRE PLANICA  / MARCH 22 - 24, 2024 /

AN ExCLUSIVE CLUB

Petek
990 EUR 

Sobota
990 EUR

Nedelja
990 EUR 
 

PRICE PER PERSON PER DAY
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EXCLUSIVE
LOCATION 
2. FLOOr
MAIN BUILDING
NOrDIC CENTrE PLANICA
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Slovenia
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Organizing Committee would like to 
acknowledge the invaluable help of all 
sportsmen, collegues and partners for their 
contribution to the amazing sports events
in season 2023/24.

And not to forget, we want to thank our 
fans and spectators for their dedication and 
faithfulness. 
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